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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dear ladies and gentleman, good to see you all here and let’s start. My name is Sam Geijer, lecturer and researcher at the programme Sport Studies at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences. Due to my qualitative research background I became involved in the GETZ project and have been partially responsible for the post MOOC research. The presentation have been dubbed: Mini Open Online Course as I have around 10 minutes and 11/12 slides to take you through the preliminary outcomes of this research. 



Content

• Context
• Check-in - fill in the blanks
• 3 themes

• Gender inequality in local context
• Learning via a MOOC
• Sense of autonomy and desire for change

• Check-out
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The presentation is structured as follows, first I will provide you with the context in which the research took place and directly afterwards I would like to ask you to participate in a fill in the gap exercise in relation to gender equality, so keep focused and you will be asked to respond to in the Q&A box. Afterwards I will dive deeper in the participants and their experience with the MOOC and the topic. This will be structured along three themes, which are:Gender inequality in their local contexts,Their experience on learning via a Massive Open Online Course,And the sense of autonomy over the materials and the desire for change in the future after their completion.At the end I will provide you with the opportunity to ask questions or I might even ask you something! 



Context
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Goal: 
‘tackle the issues around the 
gender imbalance in sport in 

relation to leadership and 
management roles in the 
industry which is heavily 

male dominated’ by means 
of education.

6 thematic modules:
Culture and society, Media, 

Governance and Law, 
Participation, Events and

Commerce

?

MOOC Uni roll out MOOC Post Research

12 semi structured
interviews, till now

Main themes:
Gender inequality in local

context, Learning via a 
MOOC, Sense of autonomy

and desire for change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MOOC has been rolled out in 7 countries and in four of those countries this happened within a sports related study/ university. In the UK, Norway and Belgium it was part of a course, in the Netherlands students could participate by themselves and they could earn an elective credit for it.As you can read, the goal of the MOOC has been clearly defined upfront and the educationplatform was based on 6 overarching themes, with underlying several types of learning materials and learning activities. For a better understanding if this goal has achieved and if the course had effect on the intentions of participants remained to be seen.As such this qualitative research was put up. It consisted so far out of 12 interviews, with more to come. And the three main themes of these interviews were the themes that I indicated in the content section already. So: knowledge of inequality in one’s local context, experience with learning via a MOOC and the sense of autonomy over the topic and the desire for change as a result. 



Check-in – fill in the blanks

• Sports participation in Europe is unequal still, as just ......... of the members of a sports 
club or a federation are female (Fasting, 2019).

• British women on average earn roughly .......... pence for every pound that men were 
paid (Eurostat, 2018a; Office for National Statistics, 2020).  

• The Netherlands are currently at the ........... place in the Global Gender Gap Index 
(World Economic Forum, 2019).
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31%

84

38th 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as a short check in I would like to you think of these three sentences and fill in the blanks. Provide your three answers in the chat. You have 30 seconds!For me there is no wrong or right in this exercise and it is about awareness. Here are the answers and let’s see how you did.
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Problem acknowledged? 

Mini Open Online Course
(Reussink, 2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MOOC content is probably not new anymore to those that had the answers correct or to those who were really close.To those who were unaware of these statistics and thought the situation in Europe was quite equal already, I would like to say good that you are here and quite some of our participants felt that way as well. And to dive deeper into that let’s go to the next slide. (Maybe I take this slide out and this text will go to 4)https://medium.datadriveninvestor.com/3-ideas-to-address-gender-inequality-in-the-workplace-60c0dfbbc729



Gender inequality in local context

• The importance of equality
• Not that visible to men, (highly) experienced by women
• Different domains: 

• Sports
• Politics 
• Economics
• Social
• Media 

• Changes over time experienced
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All participants were in favour of an equal society, not only on gender but also towards other aspects. So they recognized the importance of it in their future lives and workfield.Male participants mentioned that they did not really notice these inequalities while out and about but also indicated the lack of visibility in main stream media. Female participants did experience inequalities firsthand and were also aware of unequal female participation in society as a whole. Most examples were given about inequalities in five different domains:Sports  Women experienced both in grass roots and (semi)top level more attention and possibilities for men. Politics  Participants were aware of an unequal representation in leadership positions in governments and sports organizationsEconomics  Although not experienced firsthand there were rightfull question marks with the gender wage gap, when for example looking at elite athletes. Social  Participants furthermore indicated that the deeply rooted cultural conceps of what men and women tend to do in life are still present and male participants spoke about the power distance.Media  What came from both men and women was that media representation can be both positive as negative in this matter and that women were underrepresented f.e. in topsports broadcasting.To end this slide with a happy note, participants did feel that society has seen positive changes over the last year, thanks to popular uprising on social media and ofcourse certain successful (sports) leaders.



GEN Z shout out (1)

‘I think this is more present in the Norwegian society than we think it is. I mean, 
generally I think that people don't think this is a big issue but when you start 
looking behind the numbers and statistics you see that this is very present in 
society. This is not good. I think it should be as equal as possible in relation to
what job you take on or what you study you do.’
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20 years old



Insights - Learning via a MOOC

• For all their first time
• Extrinsic and intrinsic motivators
• Individual
• Opened eyes and spread the word
• Learning materials well rated
• Learning activities as well, offline discussion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all of the participants it was their first time to participate in a MOOC, and to be honest I have never heard of this concept before as well ;).Participants were extrinsically motivated by study credits they could earn but this, from my point of view was not their main motivator. As the majority was really interested in the topic before or got interested in it due to their own deep dive thanks to the MOOC.Although there were differences between universities and how they offered it to students, due to Corona most of the learning was conducted individual and in a Netflix kind of way at home or at the university. Nevertheless, the content did reinforce existing knowledge participants had and opened the eyes of others in relation to the extent of the problem. This also led them to discussing their learnings in their own time with friends, partners and relatives.The learning materials that were used were well appreciated and the MOOC can be seen as a valuable databank with sources. After 1,5 year of Corona and e-meeting it is understandable that participants would have enjoyed deeper interactions with other participants or their teachers, for example by means of a well-structured offline discussion.



GEN Z shout out (2)

“It was pleasant to go through the course and the gigantic data collection at your own
pace. You could click on all the articles and read them, so that was nice. My biggest
criticism would be that you didn’t get any feedback during the course and that you were
not challenged to rewrite or adjust your input. You were unable to fail what also disabled
me as a participant to experience new succeses.” 
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25 years old



Sense of autonomy and desire for change

• Focused on equality pre MOOC
• More confident in discussions post MOOC
• Intentions already in place or importance of change stressed
• Guidelines and structure to conceptualize can be nice addition
• Babysteps are also steps
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most participants were pre MOOC already quite focused on equality due to their upbringing. Several focused parts of their studies on gender inequality and thus had a relative big interest in the topic.Following up on information from two slides earlier, the participants did indicate that post MOOC they would feel more comfortable in a discussion with someone else in relation to this specific topic. While this may appear like a small step, in my eyes is not as being able to change perspectives or being able to raise awareness is important in this and every matter.Several of the partipicants already had intentions to tackle (gender) inequality before they went through the course, the result was that these intentions were reinforced. Others feel that they want to address this problem post MOOC, but find it difficult to conceptualize how. Which I can understand as well.An outcome from the research was that it would have been nice to have actual guidelines on how to make the first steps in this change in their respective work. In one case a participant thought of major changes and in our interview he noticed that even micro actions could already cause a ripple effect. 



GEN Z shout out (3)

“This convesation made my aware of the impact I could have on a small scale. I was 
often thinking like: first I need to have money and then the right people to ensure
equality for women. However I can have an impact as sports trainer or leader, by for
example preventing children to make hurtfull comments based on gender. By explaning
them that this is not the way to go and that men and women are equal. If they learn this 
at an early age they can take that with them into the future.”
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20 years old



Check-out

• Questions for me?

• Questions to you!
• Has this opened your eyes, would you participate in MOOC or use the MOOC in your work? 
• Or who is willing to make mirco adjustments in daily life to promote a more equal society?

• Feel free to contact me via s.geijer@hva.nl or add me on LinkedIn!
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